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IMPROVING THE POST OFFICE

G.P.O. workers submit 110,000 ideas

Ideas for improving the telegraph, telephone and postal system of the

country have always been encouraged from Post Office workers, Since the start

of the scheme in 1906 the department has awarded over £32,000 in money prizes
to originators of suggestions that have been adopted. Idea No.110,000 is at

present under consideration.

Proposals ranging from the trivial to those showing high inventive

merit flow in steadily and all are considered by a committee of exports.

Some of the schemes come to nothing on examination, but those who submit them

often receive an encouragement award of £1 or £2.

Some of the suggestions are for minor alterations to apparatus, or for

more economical working of various duties, but occasionally an idea comes

along of wider importance. For instance, one man thought out a better method

of laying underground cables and sent in some splendid models to explain his

ideas. The G.P.O. awarded the inventor £250.

A workman in the Post Office Stores Department received £100 for a

proposal for utilising the metal from worn-out cables; while the simple idea

of fitting buffers to metal waste paper baskets to prevent damage to walls

brought its originator £3.

The red piping on postmen's trouser ends at the bottom of the pocket

opening. Once it went up
to the waist band, but someone thought that as the

top bit never showed it could be left off. Thousands of yards of braid have

been saved since then, and the man who made the suggestion was given £10.

A charwoman may want a more convenient water point, or a cleaner might
think that another electric light in a dark passage will help him in hip work.

Nothing very wonderful, perhaps, but added up all these ideas make for

efficiency.

One suggestion saved the G.P.O. £600 in 9 months, while another cut

an expense bill by £180 a year.

An improved method of packing cells for road transport meant considerable

labour saving, and £10 for the packer who thought it out. A better layout for

a certain printed form added to the convenience of men on Direction Finding
at wireless stations. It was a simple improvement, but it had to be thought of,

and the man who had the brain wave got £5.

Every three months the Post Office announces to its staff particulars
of the awards that have been made. For the quarter ended June 30 awards

amounting to £237 in respect of 119 suggestions were granted. These comprise

55 awards for adopted suggestions ranging from £1 to £20; 5 interim awards of

£1 to £2; and 59 encouragement awards of £l to £2.

Anyone can put forward an idea from the highest official to the latest

joined boy messenger.
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